Anisotropic volume expansion of crystalline silicon during electrochemical lithium insertion: an atomic level rationale.
The volume expansion of silicon is the most important feature for electrochemical operations of high capacity Si anodes in lithium ion batteries. Recently, the unexpected anisotropic volume expansion of Si during lithiation has been experimentally observed, but its atomic-level origin is still unclear. By employing first-principles molecular dynamics simulations, herein, we report that the interfacial energy at the phase boundary of amorphous Li(x)Si/crystalline Si plays a very critical role in lithium diffusion and thus volume expansion. While the interface formation turns out to be favorable at x = 3.4 for all of the (100), (110), and (111) orientations, the interfacial energy for the (110) interface is the smallest, which is indeed linked to the preferential volume expansion along the <110> direction because the preferred (110) interface would promote lithiation behind the interface. Utilizing the structural characteristic of the Si(110) surface, local Li density at the (110) interface is especially high reaching Li(5.5)Si. Our atomic-level calculations enlighten the importance of the interfacial energy in the volume expansion of Si and offer an explanation for the previously unsolved perspective.